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The reactions: H+ + B, B = adenine, cytosine, thymine and uracil, at ELab = 80 keV, relevant in proton cancer
therapy, are investigated with the simplest-level electron nuclear dynamics (SLEND) and SLEND/Kohn-
Sham-density-functional-theory (SLEND/KSDFT) methods. These time-dependent, direct, and non-adia-
batic methods utilize nuclear classical mechanics and electronic single-determinantal wavefunctions.
Results from this study include snapshots of the simulated reactions depicting base-to-proton electron
transfers, base-to-proton total electron-transfer probabilities from various reactants’ initial conditions,
and base-to-proton 1-electron-transfer total integral cross sections. The last properties are compared
with results from the only available experiment on these systems and from three alternative theories.

� 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Proton cancer therapy (PCT) utilizes high-energy H+ projectiles
(from an initial energy of 200–430 MeV down to a thermal energy
at the projectiles’ capture in deep tissues) to kill cancerous cells
[1–4]. In all types of radiation therapies (PCT, 12C+6 therapy, x-ray
therapy, etc.), healing ultimately results from the radiation damage
to cellular DNA [1–4]. Due to their high rate of division and reduced
ability to repair damaged DNA, cancerous cells are much more vul-
nerable to DNA attacks than normal cells and are killed at a higher
rate under irradiation [1–4]. The highest DNA damage occurs where
a maximum energy deposition from the radiation to the tissues
takes place—the Bragg peak in a graph plotting the radiation dose
vs. the projectile’s travelled distance [1–4]. Unlike photons in x-ray
therapy, H+ projectiles display a sharp Bragg peak during the last
millimeters of their travel into the body. Thus, by focusing the Bragg
peak on a tumor, PCT can inflict maximum damage to a cancerous
area with minimum damage to the surrounding healthy tissues.

In a PCT session, the H+ projectiles mostly collide with water mol-
ecules since these comprise�70% of the human cell mass. These col-
lisions trigger various cascade reactions that generate secondary ions
(e.g. H+ + H2O ? 2H+ + OH�), radicals (e.g. H+ + H2O ? H+ + H + OH),
solvated/scattered electrons (e.g. H+ + 2H2O ? H+ + H2O + + e�(aq)/sc.)
and localized heating [1,4,5]. The products of these reactions can
eventually reach the cellular DNA and cause various types of
structural damage on it (e.g. DNA bases’ fragmentation and deletion,
sugar-phosphate lesions, DNA single- and double-strand breaks, etc.
[1,4]).

While the clinical use of PCT as an alternative to x-ray therapy is
firmly established, a thorough understanding of how the previous
PCT reactions ultimately cause DNA damage and cellular death is
seriously lacking [1]. This situation has motivated a number of
experimental [6–9] and theoretical studies [1,4,5,10–13] of some
of the discussed PCT reactions in order to reveal the physicochem-
ical basis of PCT. An important type of PCT reaction requiring elu-
cidation includes the DNA damage reactions caused by H+

collisions with cellular DNA. Therefore, some research groups have
recently studied H+ collisions with DNA/RNA bases in the Bragg-
peak energy regime (ELab � 100 keV) [8,11,12]; these collision sys-
tems constitute tractable prototypes of actual H+ collisions with
bases bonded to cellular DNA. A high point in this research
approach is the recent scattering-beam experiment by Tabet
et al. [8] that reported for the first time absolute total integral cross
sections (ICSs) for the one-electron-transfer (1-ET) reactions:
H+ + B ? H + B+, B = adenine, cytosine, thymine and uracil, at
ELab = 80 keV, among other data (note that these 1-ET reactions
are often called single electron capture reactions/processes in the
physics literature [11,12]). The availability of these experimental
ICSs strongly stimulates their prediction and further characteriza-
tion with theoretical methods. However, thus far, only two theo-
retical studies have been conducted for that purpose: a study by
Lekadir et al. [11], which employed the classical trajectory Monte
Carlo (CTMC) with classical-over-barrier (COB: CTMC-COB) criteria
method, and another study by Champion et al. [12], which
employed the continuum distorted wave (CDW) and continuum
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Figure 1. H+ + DNA/RNA bases initial conditions. A given DNA/RNA base (not
depicted for clarity’s sake) is placed at rest with its center of mass at the origin of
the coordinate axes and with the plane (uracil and thymine) or quasi-plane
(remaining bases) of its heterocyclic ring(s) placed completely or with maximum
coincidence on the x–y plane, respectively. The H+ projectile is prepared with initial
position and momentum Ri

Hþ and Pi
Hþ , impact parameter b and relative orientation

ða;b; cÞ with Euler angles a, b and c (cf. text for more details).

Figure 2. Snapshots of the SLEND/6-31G simulation of H+ + adenine at ELab = 80 keV
from projectile-target orientation (301.72�, 36.00�, 301.72�) and impact parameter
b = 0.0 a.u. Time is given in femtoseconds. Travelling nuclei are represented by
colored spheres (gray = C, blue = O, white = H initially belonging to adenine, and
yellow = H initially belonging to the H+ projectile) and the electron density by a
selected gray isosurface. The outgoing projectile captures some electron density.
(For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article.)
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distorted wave-eikonal initial state (CDW-EIS) approximations.
Overall, the calculated 1-ET total ICSs from these two studies
[11,12] compare satisfactorily with the experimental results [8],
although all the calculated ICSs appear underestimated with
respect to their corresponding experimental values (cf. the discus-
sion in Section 3).

The paucity of both experimental and theoretical 1-ET total ICSs
for the present systems makes the assessment of their correspond-
ing accuracies difficult. Moreover, the previous theoretical studies
[11,12] have shed no light on additional chemical details inaccessi-
ble by the experiment (cf. Figure 2). To remedy this situation, we
decided to apply the electron nuclear dynamics (END) method at
its simplest level (SL: SLEND) [14,15] to the present collision sys-
tems. END is a time-dependent, variational, direct and non-adia-
batic approach for the simulation of chemical reactions at a wide
range of collision energies [14,15]. END admits several realizations
according to the level of sophistication conferred to its trial wave-
function [14,15] (e.g. multi-configuration [16] or coupled-cluster
[17] wavefunctions for the electronic degrees of freedom). SLEND
adopts classical mechanics and a single-determinantal wavefunc-
tion for the nuclear and electronic degrees of freedom, respectively
[14,15]. These features make SLEND computationally suitable for
simulating the present collision systems involving large DNA/
RNA bases. Notably, in this investigation, besides the original
SLEND method, which asymptotically corresponds to Hartree-Fock
(HF) states, we employ our own SLEND/Kohn-Sham-density-func-
tional-theory (SLEND/KSDFT) method [4,18]. SLEND/KSDFT incor-
porates time-dependent KSDFT concepts [19,20] into the SLEND
framework to improve the electron correlation description of the
original SLEND. The ability of SLEND and SLEND/KSDFT to correctly
describe the present systems is attested by the good results
obtained in previous SLEND and SLEND/KSDFT studies of related
reactive systems at high collision energies [21–24] and of other
PCT reactions (e.g. H+-induced fragmentations in DNA bases [4],
H2O [13,25,26] and aqueous clusters (H2O)2–4 [4,10]).

Below, we present our SLEND and SLEND/KSDFT study of H+ + B,
B = adenine, cytosine, thymine and uracil, at ELab = 80 keV in com-
parison with previous studies [8,11,12]. This investigation has been
made possible by our new parallel code PACE (Python Accelerated
Coherent-states Electron-nuclear-dynamics, T. V. Grimes and J. A.
Morales, Texas Tech University, 2010–2014; cf. Ref. [4], Section 4)
and marks the largest chemical systems exhaustively studied with
SLEND and SLEND/KSDFT to date.
2. Methods

2.1. SLEND and SLEND/KSDFT

Comprehensive discussions about SLEND [14,15,27], SLEND/
KSDFT [4,18] and the END framework [4,14,15,27] can be found
in the cited references. Therefore, we present herein a brief outline
of those methods. END is a time-dependent, variational, direct and
non-adiabatic approach to simulate chemical reactions [4,14,15]. A
particular END realization adopts appropriate trial functions for

the nuclear WEND
N

��� E
and electronic WEND

e

��� E
wavefunctions compris-

ing the total wavefunction WEND
Total

��� E
¼ WEND

N

��� E
WEND

e

��� E
; subsequently,

the END dynamical equations are obtained by subjecting WEND
Total

��� E
to the time-dependent variational principle (TDVP) [28]. In SLEND,

where WSLEND
Total

��� E
¼ WSLEND

N

��� E
WSLEND

e

��� E
, the nuclear wavefunction

WSLEND
N

��� E
for a system having NN nucleus is the product of 3NN fro-

zen, narrow, Gaussian wave packets:

hX j WSLEND
N ðtÞi ¼ hX j RðtÞ;PðtÞi

¼
Y3NN

A¼1

exp � XA � RAðtÞ
2DRA

� �2

þ iPAðtÞ XA � RAðtÞ½ �
( )

ð1Þ

with average positions RAðtÞ, average momenta PAðtÞ and widths
fDRAg. While the END framework allows for a quantum treatment
of the nuclei [14,15], SLEND adopts the zero-width limit for all
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the nuclear wave packets in }open ¼ }j} > WSLEND
N : DRA ! 0 8A

prior to obtaining its dynamical equations. That procedure
generates a classical nuclear dynamics as discussed in the following

paragraph. The SLEND electronic wavefunction WSLEND
e

��� E
for a sys-

tem having Ne electrons is a complex-valued, spin-unrestricted,
single-determinantal wavefunction in the Thouless representation
[29]:

xh WSLEND
e ðtÞ

��� E
¼ xh zðtÞ;RðtÞj i ¼ det vh xh; zðtÞ;RðtÞ½ �

� �
;

vh ¼ /h þ
XK

p¼Neþ1

zph/p; 1 6 h 6 Ne

ð2Þ

where K > Ne is the size of the electronic basis set and fvhg are non-
orthogonal dynamical spin-orbitals (DSOs) [14,15]. The DSOs are
linear combinations of orthogonal molecular spin-orbitals (MSOs)
f/h;/pg with complex-valued coefficients zðtÞ ¼ fzphðtÞg; the MSOs
are classified as occupied f/hg or unoccupied f/pg with respect to a
reference single-determinantal state j 0i ¼ /1 . . . /i . . . /Ne

�� �
. The

MSOs are constructed at initial time via a regular self-consistent-
field (SCF) unrestricted HF (UHF) procedure involving K travelling
atomic basis functions centered on the nuclear positions RAðtÞ.
SLEND adopts the less frequently used Thouless single-determinan-

tal wavefunction WSLEND
e

��� E
¼ z;Rj i [29] because this preempts

numerical instabilities in the SLEND dynamical equations (cf. Refs.
[4,14] for full details).

The SLEND dynamical equations are obtained via the TDVP [28]

applied to the trial function WSLEND
Total

��� E
[4,14,15]. The SLEND TDVP

procedure involves constructing the quantum Lagrangian

LSLEND ¼ WSLEND
Total i@=@t � Ĥ

��� ���WSLEND
Total

D E
= WSLEND

Total

���WSLEND
Total

D E
; applying the

zero-width limit to all the nuclear wave packets in WSLEND
Total

��� E
, and

imposing the stationary condition to the quantum action

ASLEND : dASLEND ¼ d
R t2

t1
LSLENDðtÞdt ¼ 0, with appropriate boundary

conditions at the endpoints [4,14,15]. The described procedure
generates the SLEND dynamical equations as a set of
Euler-Lagrange equations: dð@LSLEND=@ _qiÞ=dt ¼ @LSLEND=@qi, for the

SLEND variational parameters fqiðtÞg ¼ RAðtÞf ; PAðtÞ; zphðtÞ; z�phðtÞ
o

.

The resulting SLEND dynamical equations in matrix form are
[4,14,15]:

iC 0 iCR 0

0 �iC� �iC�R 0

iCyR �iCT
R CRR �I

0 0 I 0

2
666666666664

3
777777777775

dz
dt

dz�

dt
dR
dt
dP
dt

2
66666666664

3
77777777775
¼

@ETotal

@z�
@ETotal

@z
@ETotal

@R
@ETotal

@P

2
66666666664

3
77777777775

ð3Þ

In Eq. (3), ETotal is the total energy:

ETotal ¼
XNN

A¼1

P2
A

2MA
þ
XNN ;NN

A;B>A

ZAZB

j RA � RB j
þ T q1½ � þ J q½ � � K q1½ �

þ
Z

drmext r; RðtÞ½ �qðrÞ ð4Þ

where the first and the second terms are the kinetic and repulsion
energies of the nuclei, respectively; T½q1�, J½q�, and K½q1� are the
kinetic, classical self-repulsion and exchange energies of the elec-
trons, respectively [30]; q1 ¼ q1ðr; r0; tÞ and q ¼ qðr; tÞ are the spin-
less one-electron density matrix [30] and one-electron density [30]

of the evolving electronic wavefunction WSLEND
e ðtÞ

��� E
¼ zðtÞ;RðtÞj i,

respectively; and vext r; RðtÞ½ � ¼ �
PNN

A¼1ZA j r� RAðtÞj�1 is the exter-
nal potential caused by the moving nuclei. In addition, C, CR and
CRR:

CXYð Þik;jl ¼ �2Im
@2 ln S
@Xik@Yjl

�����
R0¼R

; ðCXik
Þph ¼

@2 ln S
@z�ph@Xik

�����
R0¼R

;

Cph;qg ¼
@2 ln S
@z�ph@zqg

�����
R0¼R

;

S ¼ hz0ðtÞ;R0ðtÞ
��z0ðtÞ;R0ðtÞi

ð5Þ

are the dynamic metric matrices. CR and CRR can be seen as the
SLEND non-adiabatic coupling terms, whose importance for the
proper description of non-adiabatic effects is discussed in Ref. [31].

The formulation of the SLEND/KSDFT method [4,18] starts by
considering Eqs. (3)–(5) as its fundamental dynamical equations
and proceeds by reformulating their components along the lines
of the time-dependent KSDFT [19,20]. The resulting SLEND/KSDFT
dynamical equations look exactly the same as the SLEND ones, Eqs.
(3)–(5), but with their components in a time-dependent KSDFT

sense. Thus, the SLEND electronic wavefunction WSLEND
e

��� E
¼ z;Rj i,

Eq. (2), is recast as a Kohn-Sham single-determinantal wavefunc-
tion UKSj i [19,20] in the Thouless representation,

WSLEND=KSDFT
e

��� E
¼ UKSj i ¼ z;Rj i [4,18], in terms of SCF unrestricted

KSDFT (UKSDFT) MSOs /KSDFT
h

�
;/KSDFT

p

o
[30]. The remaining compo-

nents of the SLEND/KSDFT dynamical equations are expressed in

terms of WSLEND=KSDFT
e

��� E
¼ UKSj i ¼ z;Rj i or of its one-electron density

qðr; tÞ as appropriate [4,18]. For instance, SLEND/KSDFT dynamic
metric matrices C;CR and CRR follow Eq. (4) but with

z;Rj i ¼ WSLEND=KSDFT
e

��� E
¼ UKSj i, and the SLEND/KSDFT total energy

ETotal is:

ETotal ¼
XNN

A¼1

P2
A

2MA
þ
XNN ;NN

A;B>A

ZAZB

j RA � RB j
þ Ts½q� þ J½q� þ Exc½q�

þ
Z

drmext r; RðtÞ½ �qðrÞ ð6Þ

where Ts½q� ¼ ð�1=2Þ
PNel

i¼1 z; Rh jr2
i z; Rj i= z; Rjz; Rh i and Exc½q� are the

KSDFT kinetic energy and exchange-correlation energy functionals
[30] for the electrons, respectively (cf. Refs. [4,18] for further details
about END/KSDFT).

2.2. Computational details, initial conditions and final state analysis

All the present simulations were computed with our own code
PACE (Python Accelerated Coherent-states Electron-nuclear-
dynamics, T. V. Grimes and J. A. Morales, Texas Tech University,
2010-2014; cf. Ref. [4], Section 4). PACE incorporates various
advanced computer science techniques including a mixed pro-
gramming language (Python for logic flow and FORTRAN/C++ for cal-
culations), intra- and internode parallelization, and the OED/ERD
atomic integral package [32] from the ACES III [33] code, inter alia.

The initial conditions for a pair of a DNA/RNA base target and a H+

projectile for each individual simulation are schematized in Figure 1.
The DNA/RNA base targets are prepared at rest in their equilibrium
geometry and in their electronic ground state j 0i at the UHF and
UKSDFT levels for SLEND and SLEND/KSDFT simulations, respec-
tively. The SCF UHF or UKSDFT MSOs in the reference j 0i are local-
ized with the Pipek–Mezey scheme [34] since localized MSOs
decreased the computational cost of the dynamical simulations.
The target’s center of mass is placed at the origin of the labora-
tory-frame coordinate axes (cf. Figure 1). The plane (uracil and thy-
mine) or quasi-plane (remaining bases) of the target’s heterocyclic
ring(s) is placed completely (uracil and thymine) or with maximum



Figure 4. Base-to-proton 0-, 1- and 2-electron-transfer total probabilities vs. the
projectile impact parameter b for H+ + cytosine at ELab = 80 keV. The various curves
per each type of electron transfer correspond to all the investigated projectile-
target orientations ða; b; cÞ.
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coincidence (remaining bases) on the x-y plane of the aforesaid
coordinate axes. The H+ projectile is first prepared with position
R0

Hþ ¼ ð0; b P 0; �30 a:u:Þ and momentum P0
Hþ ¼ ð0;0; pz

Hþ > 0Þ
where b is the projectile’s impact parameter and pz

Hþ corresponds
to a kinetic energy ELab = 80 keV. The definite initial conditions of

the H+ projectile Ri
Hþ and Pi

Hþ are obtained by rotating R0
Hþ and P0

Hþ

by the Euler angles 0� 6 a < 360�, 0� 6 b 6 180�, and
0� 6 c < 360� in the z� y� z convention (cf. Figure 1); those oper-
ations define a relative projectile-target orientation denoted as
ða; b; cÞ. The selected values of the Euler angles are taken from a
60-point grid ða1; b1; c1Þ; ða2; b2; c2Þ; . . . ða60; b60; c60Þf g developed
in Ref. [35]; however, point-group symmetry considerations for
the Cs-symmetry bases uracil and thymine permit the use of only
32 points in this grid for these two bases. This grid features a uni-
form sampling of the orientation space and provides a numerical
quadrature scheme that ensures that integrals over the Euler angles
(cf. Eq. (8)) remain invariant under several rotation operations (e.g.

Wigner D-matrices correctly satisfy
R 2p

0

R p
0

R 2p
0 DJ

M0Mða; b; cÞsin
bdadbdc ¼ 0 for 2 6 J 6 5 under this scheme). For a given orienta-
tion ða; b; cÞ, b is varied in adaptive steps Db = 0.5–1.0 a.u. in the
range 0 6 b 6 bMax, where bMax corresponds to the first asymptotic
1-ET probability lower than 0.01 (typically, bMax = 9.0–10.0 a.u., cf.
Figures 3–6). These initial conditions generate on average 806 single
simulations per H+-DNA/RNA base pair. Each simulation ran for a
total time of 40 a.u. (0.967 fs) rendering a final projectile-target sep-
aration P30 a.u. At initial time, the SLEND or SLEND/KSDFT elec-
tronic Thouless single-determinantal wavefunction

WSLENDð=KSDDFTÞ
e

��� Ei
starts as a ground-state UHF or UKSDFT reference

j 0i; WSLENDð=KSDFTÞ
e

��� Ei
¼ zi ¼ 0;Ri
��� E

¼j 0i (cf. Eq. (2)). As time pro-

gresses, the system will access the non-adiabatic regime, where

WSLENDð=KSDFTÞ
e ðtÞ

��� E
¼ zðtÞ;RðtÞj i with zðtÞ–0 will cease to resolve

purely into the ground-state reference j 0i (cf. Eq. (2)). At final time,
the total probability for a base-to-proton n-ET:
Hþ þ B! H1�n þ Bþn;n P 0, can be calculated with the auxiliary
code RESOLVE in the PACE package. RESOLVE projects the final elec-

tronic wavefunction WSLENDð=KSDFTÞ
e

��� Ef
onto the UHF or UKSDFT states

corresponding to the different ET channels [36]; that procedure
Figure 3. Base-to-proton 0-, 1- and 2-electron-transfer total probabilities vs. the
projectile impact parameter b for H+ + adenine at ELab = 80 keV. The various curves
per each type of electron transfer correspond to all the investigated projectile-
target orientations ða;b; cÞ.

Figure 5. Base-to-proton 0-, 1- and 2-electron-transfer total probabilities vs. the
projectile impact parameter b for H+ + thymine at ELab = 80 keV. The various curves
per each type of electron transfer correspond to all the investigated projectile-
target orientations ða; b; cÞ.
requires generating all the excited determinants from the final-time
ground-state reference j 0i, as those comprising a configuration-
interaction expansion [36]. However, if one assumes on chemical
grounds that n-ETs are negligible for n > 2 (e.g. for
Hþ þ B! H�2 þ Bþ3, etc.), the relevant n-ET probabilities for
0 6 n 6 2 can be calculated equivalently but far more feasibly from
the final a and b Mulliken populations Na and Nb of the outgoing
projectile according to (P. M. McLaurin, PhD Dissertation, Texas
Tech University, 2011):

P0�ETða;b; c; bÞ ¼ ð1� NaÞð1� NbÞ;
P1�ETða;b; c; bÞ ¼ Nað1� NbÞ þ Nbð1� NaÞ;
P2�ETða;b; c; bÞ ¼ NaNb

ð7Þ

From Eq. (7), the 1-ET total ICS r1�ET is herein calculated as (P. M.
McLaurin, ibid.):



Figure 6. Base-to-proton 0-, 1- and 2-electron-transfer total probabilities vs. the
projectile impact parameter b for H+ + uracil at ELab = 80 keV. The various curves per
each type of electron transfer correspond to all the investigated projectile-target
orientations ða;b; cÞ.
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r1�ET ¼
1

4p

Z bMax:

0

Z 2p

0

Z p

0

Z 2p

0
bP1�ETða;b; c; bÞdb

� sin bdadbdc ð8Þ

where angular and impact-parameter integrations are performed by
the quadrature scheme of Ref. [35] and cubic-spline integration,
respectively. Notice that for atom-atom collisions involving spheri-
cal potentials, Eq. (8) reduces to the familiar ICS expression
r1�ET : P1�ETða;b; c; bÞ ! P1�ETðbÞ ) r1�ET ¼ 2p

R bMax:
0 bP1�ETðbÞdb

[37].

3. Results and discussion

The main results of the current SLEND and SLEND/KSDFT simu-
lations of H+ + B, B = adenine, cytosine, thymine, and uracil, at
ELab = 80 keV are presented herein. SLEND simulations employed
the STO-3G, 3-21G, 6-31G and 6-31G/H+++** basis sets. The mixed
6-31G/H+++** basis set prescribes the 6-31++G⁄⁄ and 6-31G basis
sets for the H nucleus of the initial H+ projectile and the remaining
nuclei, respectively, to probe the effect on the ET description by
diffuse (++) and polarization (**) basis set functions added to the
projectile’s H nucleus. SLEND/KSDFT simulations employed the fol-
lowing combination of KSDFT functionals and basis sets: B3LYP/
STO-3G, B3LYP/3-21G, BLYP/STO-3G, and PBE/STO-3G. In all cases,
the size of the basis sets and/or the type of the KSDFT functionals
have been determined by the high computational cost of these
dynamical simulations involving large DNA/RNA bases. SLEND/
KSDFT simulations are computationally more expensive than
SLEND ones due to the former’s inclusion of dynamical correlation
effects.

Some illustrative results of the current simulations are pre-
sented in Figure 2. This figure shows four sequential snapshots of
the SLEND/6-31G simulation of H+ + adenine at ELab = 80 keV from
the projectile-target orientation (301.72�, 36.00�, 301.72�) and
impact parameter b = 0.0 a.u. that lead to a base-to-projectile ET.
In that figure, time is given in femtoseconds. The travelling classi-
cal nuclei are represented by colored spheres and the evolving
quantum electron density by a selected isosurface. The snapshots
first show the H+ projectile approaching the adenine target
(0.28 fs) to collide with a point on one of the C–C bonds of the
adenine’s ring system (0.39 fs); as a result of that violent collision,
the projectile strongly deflects from its original trajectory (0.47 fs)
and captures a noticeable electron density from the target (0.47
and 0.58 fs). This last feature clearly illustrates a base-to-projectile
ET. The snapshots in Figure 2 demonstrate the capability of SLEND
and SLEND/KSDFT to reveal important time-dependent details of a
chemical reaction, something unattainable with time-independent
scattering methods like the CDW and CDW-EIS approximations
[12] (the time-dependent CTMC-COB method [11] might provide
a depiction of its classical nuclear dynamics but not of the elec-
tronic one since electrons are not treated explicitly in that
approach).

Figures 3–6 show the base-to-proton 0-ET (blue curves), 1-ET
(red curves) and 2-ET (green curves) total probabilities:
P0�ETða; b; c; bÞ; gP1�ETða; b; c;bÞ; and P2�ETða; b; c; bÞ (cf. Eq. (7)), at
the SLEND/6-31G level from all the investigated orientations
ða; b; cÞ vs. the impact parameter b for Hþ þ B! Hþ1=0=�1 þ B0=þ1=þ2

at ELab = 80 keV with B = adenine (Figure 3), cytosine (Figure 4), thy-
mine (Figure 5), and uracil (Figure 6). The various colored curves per
each type of ET correspond to all the investigated orientations
ða; b; cÞ. Figures 3–6 reveal that with a few exceptions (most con-
spicuously, in the thymine case), the ET processes follow the trend:
P0�ETða; b; c; bÞ > P1�ETða; b; c; bÞ > P2�ETða; b; c; bÞ8ða; b; cÞ and b in
all the investigated systems; clearly, the 0-ET channels predominate
in these reactive systems. As expected on physical grounds, for all
these systems, P1�ETða; b; c; bÞandP2�ETða; b; c; bÞ values are signifi-
cant at low (0.0 6 b 6 2.0 a.u) and intermediate (2.0 < b 6 8.0 a.u)
impact parameters, but they start to steadily decline to zero at large
impact parameters (b > 8.0 a.u); as b!1, only 0-ET processes are
predicted: P0�ETða; b; c; bÞ ! 1; due to negligible projectile-target
interactions. As expected on chemical grounds, for all these systems,
P2�ETða; b; c; bÞ values remain very small 8ða; b; cÞ and b, a fact
reflecting the low propensity of these systems toward the formation
of unstable H�1 ions. The qualitative and quantitative properties of
the n-ET total probabilities Pn�ETða; b; c; bÞ; 0 6 n 6 2, observed in
Figures 3–6 in all the investigated systems at the SLEND/6-31G level
are also observed with similar patterns in the same systems at the
remaining SLEND and SLEND/KSDFT levels.

Finally, Table 1 lists the 1-ET total ICSs r1�ET for H+ + B ? H + B+,
B = adenine, cytosine, thymine, and uracil, at ELab = 80 keV from the
only available experiment [8], the previous CDW[12], CDW-
EIS[12], and CTMC-COB[11] theoretical investigations, and our
SLEND and SLEND/KSDFT calculations with various basis sets and
KSDFT functionals. On average, the absolute and relative percent-
age errors in the experimental ICSs rExpt:

1�ET are eExpt: = 1.050

� 10�19 m2 and eExpt:100=rExpt:
1�ET = 20.8%, respectively. On the other

hand, on average, the absolute deviation from the experimental

value j rExpt:
1�ET � rTheory

1�ET j (10�19 m2) and the relative percentage devi-

ation from the experimental value j rExpt:
1�ET � rTheory

1�ET j 100=rExpt:
1�ET for

the theoretical ICSs rTheory
1�ET are: 2.98% and 52.0% (CDW), 4.55%

and 87.5% (CDW-EIS), 4.05% and 75.8% (CTMC-COB), 4.11% and
77.1% (SLEND), and 4.46% and 77.6% (SLEND/KSDFT), respectively.
Experimental errors and theoretical deviations are considerable
as one might expect in dynamical and kinetic measurements and
calculations, especially with the complex systems herein consid-
ered. Therefore, the performances of all the considered theoretical
methods in predicting the experimental ICSs rExpt:

1�ET can be deemed
reasonable. Without exception, all the theoretical values from all
the considered methods are smaller than their corresponding
experimental values. With one exception, all the theoretical values
lie outside the experimental error interval (‘error bars’). The only
exception is in the case of cytosine with the CDW approximation,
where rCDW

1�ET¼1:9<rExpt:
1�ET¼2:3 but rCDW

1�ET¼1:9>rExpt:
1�ET�eExpt: = 2.3–

0.5 = 1.8 (10�19 m2). Except for SLEND/KSDFT/STO-3G, all the theo-



Table 1
One-electron-transfer (1-ET) total integral cross sections (ICSs) r1�ET for H+ + DNA/RNA base ! H + DNA/RNA base+ at ELab = 80 keV from experiment, from previous theories
[theory A, continuum distorted wave (CDW) approximation; theory B, continuum distorted wave-eikonal initial state (CDW-EIS) approximation; and theory C, classical trajectory
Monte Carlo with classical-over-barrier (CTMC-COB) criteria approach], and from SLEND and SLEND/KSDFT with various basis sets and KSDFT functionals. The mixed 6-31G/
H+++** basis set employs the 6-31++G** and 6-31G basis sets for the H nucleus in the initial H+ projectile and the remaining nuclei, respectively.

1-ET Total ICSs r1�ET for H+ + DNA/RNA Bases at ELab = 80 keV
(10�19 m2)

Expt. Previous theories: Current theories:

[8] A [12] B [12] C [11] SLEND SLEND/KSDFT

Basis set STO-3G 3-21G 6-31G 6-31G/ H+++** STO-3G STO-3G STO-3G 3-21G
Functional – – – – B3LYP BLYP PBE B3LYP

Adenine 5.8 ± 1.2 2.2 0.6 1.1 1.39 0.88 0.81 1.25 1.44
Cytosine 2.3 ± 0.5 1.9 0.5 1.0 1.21 0.79 0.73 1.12 0.85
Thymine 6.3 ± 1.3 2.3 0.6 1.1 1.33 0.82 0.68 1.14 1.15 1.37 1.36
Uracil 6.0 ± 1.2 2.1 0.5 1.0 1.17 0.77 0.70 1.04 1.32 1.35 1.31 0.79
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retical methods predict ICSs rTheory
1�ET that scarcely differ in value

along the four considered DNA/RNA bases. This uniformity is also
observed in the experimental ICSs rExpt:

1�ET for adenine, thymine and

uracil but not for cytosine, whose experimental ICS rExpt:
1�ET is consid-

erably lower than those of the remaining bases. Only SLEND/

KSDFT/STO-3G shows a significant drop in the ICS rTheory
1�ET value of

cytosine with respect to those of the remaining bases. In SLEND
and SLEND/KSDFT/B3LYP, the increase of the atomic basis set’s size
from minimal to double-zeta basis sets in the series: STO-3G, 3-
21G, 6-31G, and STO-3G and 3-21G, respectively, leads to a

decrease in the ICSs rTheory
1�ET values; however, in SLEND, the increase

of the 6-31G atomic basis set with added diffuse and polarization
functions to form the 6-31G/H+++** basis set leads to an increase

in the ICSs rTheory
1�ET value.

The present results establish the following ranking for the con-
sidered theoretical methods in their accuracy to predict the current
experimental ICSs: CDW > CTMC-COB � SLEND � SLEND/
KSDFT > CDW-EIS. Then, at this point, it is appropriate to discuss
the distinctive features of SLEND and SLEND/KSDFT [4,14,15,18]
in comparison with the other three theoretical methods [11,12]
to properly assess the performances of all these methods. The
CTMC-COB approach uses a classical-mechanics model to describe
both nuclei and electrons as whole particles, requires binding ener-
gies as parameters from previous quantum-mechanical calcula-
tions, and involves a set of ad-hoc criteria to model the electrons’
ejections [11]. In contrast, SLEND and SLEND/KSDFT employ an
ab initio quantum-mechanical description for the electrons that
requires neither parameters from previous calculations nor ad-
hoc criteria for the electronic dynamics [4,14,15,18]. The CDW
and CDW-EIS approximations [12] use the CDW and CDW-EIS
quantum scattering methods to describe electron processes and a
HF description for the electrons in the DNA/RNA bases. However,
the CDW and CDW-EIS approximations are employed by consider-
ing only one active electron at a time, with the remaining electrons
forming a frozen core, and by assuming the complete neglect of dif-
ferential overlap (CNDO) approximation [38] in the HF treatment
during scattering [12]; in addition, in some calculations, the com-
puted ionization energies of the occupied molecular orbitals were
scaled so that their Koopman’s ionization potentials match their
experimental counterparts [12]. In contrast, SLEND and SLEND/
KSDFT treat all the electrons as simultaneously active and do not
assume any approximations and/or scaling in their related HF
and KSDFT treatments [4,14,15,18]. Furthermore, as mentioned
previously, the CDW and CDW-EIS approximations are time-inde-
pendent [12], whereas SLEND and SLEND/KSDFT are time-depen-
dent methods that can reveal the temporal evolution of chemical
reactions (cf. Figure 2). Finally and perhaps most relevantly, the
discussed CTMC-COB, CDW, and CDW-EIS methods [11,12] are
designed to only describe ionization processes including ET reac-
tions. In contrast, SLEND and SLEND/KSDFT are versatile enough
to describe those ionization processes as well as several others that
occur simultaneously to the previous ones during chemical reac-
tions (e.g. collision-induced rotational and vibrational excitations;
fragmentation, rearrangement, substitution, and addition reac-
tions, inter alia; cf. Ref. [4] for several examples of those excitations
and reactions in various systems including H+ + DNA bases at
ELab = 1 keV). In summary, SLEND’s and SLEND/KSDFT’s reasonable
performances in predicting the current ICSs should be appraised in
the context of those methods’ capacities to predict various dynam-
ical properties in diverse chemical reactions through the simulta-
neous treatment of nuclei and electrons without adjustable
parameters and additional simplifying assumptions.

All the discussed theoretical ICSs rTheory
1�ET can be deemed reason-

able in comparison with their experimental counterparts given the
complexity of the investigated systems and the lack of alternative
experimental results. However, the consistent discrepancy
between predicted and measured ICSs, where the former ones
are always considerably lower than the latter ones, will require
further experimental and theoretical investigations for its
resolution.

4. Summary and conclusions

The SLEND [4,14,15] and SLEND/KSDFT [4,18] methods have
been applied to H+ + B, B = adenine, cytosine, thymine and uracil,
at ELab = 80 keV for the first time. These collision systems are feasi-
ble prototypes for proton-induced DNA damage reactions in PCT.
The employed methods are time-dependent, direct, and non-adia-
batic and utilize nuclear classical mechanics and electronic single-
determinantal wavefunctions. This investigation employing our
parallel code PACE involves the largest molecular systems simu-
lated with SLEND and SLEND/KSDFT to date. Present results with
various atomic basis sets and KSDFT functionals include snapshots
of the simulating reactions predicting base-to-proton ET, base-to-
proton 0-, 1-, and 2-ET total probabilities from various reactants’
initial conditions, and base-to-proton 1-ET total ICSs. These last
properties were carefully compared with results from the only
experiment performed on these systems [8] and from three
alternative theoretical methods: CDW[12], CDW-EIS[12], and
CTMC-COB[11]. All considered theoretical 1-ET total ICSs agree
reasonably with their experimental counterparts exhibiting an
accuracy performance ranking: CDW > CTMC-COB � SLEND �
SLEND/KSDFT > CDW-EIS. However, unlike the other methods,
SLEND and SLEND/KSDFT can also satisfactorily predict many other
reactive processes occurring in this type of systems (cf. Ref. [4])
and reveal time-dependent dynamical details of both nuclei and
electrons (cf. Figure 2). The five theoretical methods herein consid-
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ered consistently predict 1-ET total ICSs lower in value than their
experimental counterparts, a trend calling for additional experi-
ments and calculations to resolve these discrepancies. Planned
SLEND and SLEND/KSDFT studies will address these discrepancies
and investigate additional PCT reactions.
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